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The menu of Tetto Rooftop from Everton Park (QLD) includes 16 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the
card cost about A$22. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Tetto Rooftop:

we went last night to tetto for a few cocktails. the personal, especially a guy, offered an excellent service. he was
so beautiful and accommodating. we will definitely come back. read more. The diner is accessible and can

therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you
can also sit outside and be served. What User doesn't like about Tetto Rooftop:

my friend and I went to lunch, we ordered the fish and the chips and the mushroom gnocchi. service was fast
and friendly, but unfortunately it was not quite on this level. the fish and chips had an excessive amount of

balsamico vinegar on the salat, which not only ruined the salat, but drowned the fish and the chips, as it was
served in a bowl. the mushroom gnocchi my friend had was unpredictable. it was super blande... read more.

During a meal, a good drink is essential. In this gastropub, you not only get delicious meals from the menu but
also a comprehensive and particularly good selection of good beers and other alcoholic beverages that go
well with the food, the place provides but also meals from the European context. Typically, the burgers of this

establishment are served as highlights along with sides like french fries, salads or wedges, and you can expect
typical Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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Salad�
GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD A$30

Main�
TETTO CHICKEN COTOLETTA A$38

�tra�
GINGER

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Desser�
NUTELLA CANNOLI A$20

Starter�
BOLOGNESE ARANCINI A$27

Kid� Menü
CRISPY CHICKEN BITES A$20

P�z� - Klei� Ø 22c�
BABA A$20

Nudelspeise� Gnocchi�
GORGONZOLA GNOCCHI A$37

Coffe�
COFFEE A$6

Uncategor�e�
LIGHTLY BATTERED CALAMARI A$27

Restauran� Categor�
COCKTAIL

ITALIAN

Drink�
BOTTLE OF WATER A$13

HALF A BOTTLE OF WATER A$7

DRINKS
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